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MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT
Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju is a Trustee and Chairman of the

Governing Council of Atria Institute of Technology. He is
a Director of Atria Power Corporation; the company is in
to Hydro, Wind and Solar power generation. He started
Atria Convergence Technology; a leader in broadband
ISP services across the country. Mr Sunder Raju has been
involved in various activities that have contributed to the
social capital. Mr. Sunder Raju was appointed to the
Prime Ministers council for skill development. Mr. Sunder
Raju’s contribution to Karnataka State Lawn Tennis
Association

(KSLTA)

as

Secretary

is

recognized

nationally.
He believes the next generation of learning experience has to be created beyond the
classic classroom instruction formats. We have to not only nurture their curiosity but
also inculcate the rigor and skills of framing a problem, finding resources, creating
solutions, communicating, and galvanizing opinion. We need to revisit the evaluation
process in a way that the learner can truly assess her own maturity and proficiency by
going beyond scores in exams and one-off projects. The goal is to empower citizens of
tomorrow to navigate the fast-paced disruptions the future portends. Most importantly,
we are committed to fostering a tribe united by mindsets and beliefs that can go out,
navigate, and change tomorrow’s world for the better, on their own terms. The
strategic Development plan would act as a guiding document for the next five years
and help in gearing up the institution towards delivering high-quality technical and
management education thereby earning recognition among its peers as the premier
technical and management institution. We will provide our students with the necessary
expertise to groom them to be innovative thinkers, leaders, and entrepreneurs. We
believe that by continuing to be at the forefront of engineering and management
education, the institute will be able to improve its national ranking. Distilled to its core,
the underlying theme is ‘learning to learn, 24/7 and 365 days a year, at the student’s
choosing.
- Shri. C.S. Sunder Raju

Our institution is committed to its vision and creating
an

outstanding

academic

environment

through

imparting objective oriented education, dedicated
faculty members, research-oriented programs, along
with excellent infrastructure. The students are always
encouraged

to

participate

in

extra

co-curricular

activities. This brings confidence in everyone to train
the students towards excellence. We believe in
emphasizing more on Student Centric Learning.
-Dr. K V Naraynswamy

Principal
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Message From Head of
Department
Welcome to the Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering (ECE) at Atria Institute of
Technology, Bengaluru. We started our journey in the
year 2000. The ECE Department offers Bachelor in
Engineering, in Electronics and Communication
Engineering and Masters in Technology, in Digital
Electronics & Communication. Over the last two decades,
the ECE Department has recorded a consistent
improvement in its academic, research and placement
performance. It offers a range of add-on programs to meet
the changing requirement of the industry and to meet the
needs of major stakeholders. We believe that our
students have been well accepted in their job profiles and
have consistently exceeded expectations of the
corporate world. Our students learn and be equipped for
a career in the
Interdisciplinary Digital Economy of tomorrow, incorporating in-demand skills like the Internet of
Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Robotics, Very Large-Scale Integrated
Devices, Nano Electronics, Wireless Networks etc. The department has well qualified and
experienced faculty from reputed institutes. Department is equipped with multiple laboratories under
the VTU curriculum for the practical exposure of the Electronics and Communication Engineering
branch. A dedicated group of faculties train students as per the industry requirements like VLSI,
Embedded, Signal Processing and Communication. The Centre of Excellence (CoE) for the Internet
of Things (IoT) is available for students to explore their creative minds, develop solutions on
Industrial IoT Gateway, Self-sustainable Hydroponics Monitoring Systems, Smart Campus Solutions,
etc. The students are also encouraged and supported for the preparation for GATE/GRE/PSUs
examinations other than their routine studies. The department has a close networking relationship
with professional bodies such as IEEE, IETE, ISTE and experts from leading institution to excel their
knowledge to our department students in the various emerging fields of electronics and
communication engineering. In the future, the department plans to extend its research into new
areas like Biomedical Signal and Image Processing and Smart Devices.
“The focus of the department is to provide a better campus-based educational experience to
the students for developing their learning interest and critical thinking to increase
competencies in them."

Dr. Arun Balodi
SM’IEEE, F’IETE, LM’ISTE
PhD. Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee,
M. Tech. (Gold Medalist)
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THE HIDDEN GEMS:
MARTIN COOPER

Martin "Marty Cooper" is an American engineer who was born on 26 th 0f December, 1928, in
Chicago, Illinois. He is a pioneer in the wireless communications industry, especially in
radio spectrum management, with eleven patents in the field.
He graduated from Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) in 1950. After graduating he served as a
submarine officer during the Korean War. In 1957, he earned his master's degree from IIT in
electrical engineering and in 2004 received an honorary doctorate degree from IIT. He served on
the university's board of trustees.
By the early 1970s, Cooper headed Motorola's communications systems division. Here he
invented the first portable cellular phone in 1973 and led the 10-year process of bringing it to
market. Car phones had been in limited use in large U.S. cities since the 1930s, but Cooper
championed cellular telephones for a more general personal, and portable communications.
While it had been stated Cooper's vision for the device was inspired by Captain James T.
Kirk using his Communicator on the television show Star Trek, Cooper himself later said that his
actual inspiration was Dick Tracy's wrist radio.
He is considered the "father of the (handheld) cell phone" and is also cited as the first person in
history to make a handheld cellular phone call in public.
Cooper worked at Motorola for 29 years; building and managing both its paging and cellular
businesses. He also led the creation of trunked mobile radio, quartz crystals, oscillators, liquid
crystal displays, piezo-electric components, Motorola A. M. stereo technology and various mobile
and portable two-way radio product lines.
Cooper rose to Vice-President and Corporate Director of Research and Development at Motorola.
In addition to his work on the mobile cellular phone, he was instrumental in expanding the
technology of pagers from use within a single building to use across multiple cities.
Cooper found that the ability to transmit different radio communications simultaneously and in
the same place has grown at the same pace since Guglielmo Marconi's first transmissions in
1895. This led Cooper to formulate the Law of Spectral Efficiency, otherwise known as Cooper's
Law. The law states that the maximum number of voice conversations or equivalent data
transactions that can be conducted in all of the useful radio spectrum over a given area doubles
every 30 months.
Cooper is co-founder of numerous communications companies with his wife and business
partner Arlene Harris. He is co-founder and current Chairman of Dyna LLC, in Del Mar, California.
Cooper also sits on committees supporting the U.S. Federal Communications Commission and
the United States Department of Commerce. In 2010, Cooper was elected a member of
the National Academy of Engineering for leadership in the creation and deployment of the
cellular portable hand-held telephone.
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RAMYA C N
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ECE DEPT.

Life-Skills are behaviors that enable individuals to adapt and deal
effectively with the demands and challenges of life. Any skill that is useful
in your life is a life skill.
From managing things better to processing emotions and interacting
with others, the need for life skills become necessary with
time. Psychosocial competence, also known as the ability to deal with
challenges effectively is a much-needed skill. Not only does it help you
achieve your long-term goals but also improves your mental, physical
and social well-being. The various ways in which different life skills help
us cope with the increasing pace and changes of modern life.
Some reasons that stress the importance of life skills. It helps you find
creative ways for problem-solving and decision-making and helps you
identify the impact of your actions and take responsibility. It builds
confidence in interpersonal communication and makes room for group
collaboration and cooperation.
It helps you analyze available choices or resources before making
important decisions and helps you develop empathy, a greater sense of
self-awareness and appreciation for others. In addition to personal
development, life skills prepare you for the professional world.
You learn how to confidently tackle problems and step outside your
comfort zone. You establish healthy work-life boundaries and start paying
attention to people around you.
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Continued..
Here’s a comprehensive life skills list you should consider to make active changes that lead
to self-improvement:
1. Self-awareness: includes recognition of ‘self’, our character, our strengths and weaknesses,
desires and dislikes.
2. Empathy- Is the ability to imagine what life is like for another person.
3. Critical thinking-Is the ability to analyze information and experiences in an objective manner.
4. Creative thinking-Is a novel way of seeing or doing things.
5. Decision-making- Helps us to deal constructively with decisions about our lives.
6. Problem Solving- Helps us to deal constructively with problems in our lives. Significant problems
that are left unresolved can cause mental stress and give rise to accompanying physical strain.
7. Effective communication- ability to express ourselves, both verbally and non-verbally, in ways that
are appropriate to our cultures and situations.
8. Interpersonal relationship- Skills that help us to relate in positive ways with the people we interact
with. This may include being able to make and keep friendly relationships, which can be of great
importance to our mental and social well-being.
9. Coping with stress- Recognizing the sources of stress, how this affects the us, and acting in ways
that help us control stress level by changing our environment or lifestyle and learning how to relax.
10. Coping with emotions- involves recognizing emotions within the individual and others, being
aware of how emotions influence behavior and being able to respond to emotions appropriately.
Being aware of life skills isn’t enough. You need to find ways to actively implement them for
successful careers and relationships.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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Roof top terrace
A place of calm
Open to the world
You could bear witness
To the affairs next door,
You could see the the world
Unfold on its own,
The roof top terrace
Back home.
I've been there a hundred times
I've seen the scorching sun so many times.
The sun rises too
Burning bright and red.
The sun sets too,
Fading dim and red.
But going down in lieu of rising up
I've been there a hundred times.
Skies are red and blue from there
Where young birds fly free from worldly torment
At times to hide their sorrows and pain,
At times to introspect and gain.
You can let your guard down
And be yourself there
Skies are red and blue from there
The neighbors gossip
As time slips
And soon it's evening
Time for snacks it is!!
You could dip the biscuit into your tea
And watch,
As the sun dips into the horizon and drops,
Like a drenched biscuit which drops,
Back into your tea.
A place I'd never forget
Peace of mind is what it helps me get
No judgments over there you get
No insecurities over there you'll have,
A safe place and a safe space
To be and to introspect,
A magnificent time you can expect,
From my roof top terrace
Back home
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Archana | 1st year

Ashwini | 1st year

Dilip | 1st year
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Tejeswini | 3rd year

Deblina | 1st year

Bharghavi | 1st year
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PULSE OXIMETER
A pulse oximeter is one of the smallest electronic devices I’ve
seen after pen drives. Nowadays, we find pulse oximeters
everywhere! Literally, every house has made a recent purchase
of these.
Yes, the sudden popularity of this device is because of its
ability to detect the oxygen levels in the blood, having low
oxygen levels can be a matter of concern and helps the
healthcare provider decide if a person needs extra oxygen.
In today’s scenario having low oxygen levels can alert us and
help in detecting COVID early.
A pulse oximeter is a tiny device that usually slides over the
fingertip or clips on the ear lobe. It uses infrared light refraction
to measure how well oxygen is binding to the red blood cells.
Oximeters report blood oxygen levels via an oxygen saturation
measurement called Peripheral Capillary Oxygen Saturation or
SpO2.
This noninvasive tool fits over the finger painlessly
udentssending two
wavelengths of light through the finger to measure the pulse
rate and how much oxygen is in the system. Once the oximeter
finishes its assessment, its screen will display the percentage of
oxygen in the blood coming from the heart as well as the
current pulse rate.
This device is pocket-friendly, easy to carry around and really
helpful during these tough times, so stay home, stay safe,
always wear a mask when going out, and make sure you have
access to one of these handy devices.
-By Athulya G

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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ಾದ'

ಾನ'

ಸಂ ೕತ ೂೕಕ , ಸಪ ಸ ರಗಳ ಾಗರದ ಆ , ಶೃ , ಲಯ, ೌಕ ನ
ರುವ ಅ
ೕಘ ಾಣ.ಈ
ಅಭೂತಪ ವ
ೂೕಕದ ಮಹತ
ಯು ಾ , ಅನುಭ ಸು ಾ ೂೕದ ಾ ಲ
ಗುವ ದು , ಸ ಗ ಾ ಸಂ ೂೕಷದ
ೂೕ ಾಂಚನ ೕ .ಈ
ಾದ ೂೕಕದ
ಾನದ
ಮುಖ ಾ
ಾಣ ಗುವ ದು ಕ ಾ ಟಕ
ಾ ೕಯ
ಾಗು
ಂದು ಾ ಯ ಸುಂದರ , ಸುಮಧುರ ಮ ಾರಣ ಗಳ . ಎರಡರದೂ ಅದರ ೕ ೖ ,
ಾಪ .ಈ ಮ ಾರಣ ಗಳ
ಾಗಸು ಯ ಅ ಯ
ೕಲ ರುವ ವ ಗ ೕ ಇಲ . ಎಲರ ಮನ
ಅದ ೂಂ
ಾಂಧವ
ಯುವ ದಲ ೕ ಈ
ಾಗಲಹ !!! ಎಲ ಮ ಾನು ಾವ ಗೂ ನ
ದ
ೕ ಾಗ , ಮನ
ಆನಂದವನು ಉಂಟು ಾಡುವ
ಆನಂದ ೖರ , ಈ ಾಗಗಳ ಯುದದ ಜಯ ೕ
ಾದ ಅ ೕ ,
ಾನವನ ಶರ ಾಗ ಯನು ೕರ ಾ
ಾಘವ
ತಲು
ದ ಜಯಂತ ೕ ,ಭೂ
ತನ
ಯ ಾದ ವರುಣನನು ಾ
ಾ
ೕಡುವ ಮ ಾ ,
ಮನುಷ
ತನ ೕ ೂಸ ಪ ಚಯ ೕಡುವ ಯಮ , ಎಲರ
ಯ ಾದ ಬೃಂ ಾವ
ಾರಂ . ೕ
ೕಳ ಾ ೂೕದ ಪದಗಳ ಾ
ಾಲುವ ಲ ೕ ೂೕ!!
ಈ ೂೕಕದ ೖ ಷ ೕ ಇದು, ಇದರ ಪಯ ಟ ಆಳ ಾದಷು , ಇ ನ
ೕರು ಖರವನು ತಲುಪಬಹುದು. ಇದನು
ಆ ಾ
, ಮನಃತುಂ ೂಂಡು , ಅನುಭ
, ಶರ ಾದ , ಇದರ
ಾಧುಯ
ಮನ ೂೕತು ನಮ ನು ಾವ ಮ
ಕಂಡು ೂಳ ಬಹು ಾದ ಮನ
ೕಹಕ ಅನುಭವ ೕಡುತ .
ಈ ಸಂ ೕತ ೂೕಕ ತಮ ೕ ೖ ಯ
ರಗು ೕಡುವ ಗಮಕಗಳ , ಆ ಾಪಗಳ ,ಘ ಾ ಾಗಳ ಮುಂ ಾದವ ಈ
ೂೕಕದ
ಾಲ ಾದ ಆಗಸದ
ಾ ಗಳಂ ತಮ ೂಬಗನು ಾ ಎ
. ಸಂ ೕತ ಸರಸ ಯ ಅಲಂ ಾರ ಈ ಎ ಾ
ಆಭರಣಗಳನು ೂ ಸ ಾಗುತ . ಇನು ಇ , ಈಗ ಾ
ತ ಡ ಂದ ಗು ೂ ಯು ರುವ
ಗುಗಳ , ತಮ ತಮ
ಪ ಯ
ನ ಸುಗಂಧ ಸೂಸುವ ಪ ಷ ಗಳ , ಎ ೂೕ ಯುಗಗ ಂದ ತಮ ೕ ಆದ ಾಪನು ಮೂ
ಈ ಲದ
ಾ
ೕರೂ ರುವ
ಾ
ವೃ ಗಳ ಆಶ ಯ ಪ
. ಶೃ
, ಲಯಗಳ ಇ ನ ಆಮಜನಕ ಂದ
ತ ಾ ಗುವ ಲ ೕ ೂೕ. ಇನು ಈ ೂೕಕದ ಪ ಾಶವನು
ಸಲು ತನ ೕ ಳಕನು ೕರುವ ದು' ಾವ' .ತುಂ ದ
ಾವ,ಎಲದರ ಅ ಾವವನು ಇಲ ಾ ಸುತ . ಇ ೕ ' ಾವ' ಇಲ ಾದ
, ಈ
ಾ ರಸ ಕರ ಅನುಭವ
ಉಂ ಾಗುವ ಲ ೕ ೂೕ.
ಾ ಇ ನ ಾಣ ಗುವ
ೕಹಕ ವಸುಗ ಾದ , ಕ ನಂ
ಾ ಸ ರುವ
ೂೕ. ಈ ೂೕಕವನು , ಅದರ
ೖಭವವನು ಆನಂ ಸುವ ದು, ಅರ
ೂಳ ವ ದು ಾಣುವಷು ಸುಲಭವಲ . "ಈ ೂೕಕದ ಪಯ ಟ ಒಂದು ಬ ಯ
ೂೕಧ . ಷಡವ
ಾ ೕ. ವೃಷಭ ಒಂದು ರ ಾದ ೖನ , ಅಪ ಗಳನು ೂೕ ಸು . ಾಂ ಾರವ
ಾ ಕ
ಾಂ ೕಯ ದ ಆಳದ
. ಮಧ ಮವ ತ ಮತು ಾವ ಗಳ ಸಮ . ಪಂಚಮವ ಯ ವನು ನು ದ
ೖವತವ
ದೃಡ ಯನೂ , ೕಯ ವನೂ ಪ ೂೕ ಸುತ .
ಾದವ ಶ ಸಂಚಯ ಾ ದವನು ತ ನ ಯುವ ನಯದಂ ." ಎಂಬ
ಎ . ಎ . ೖರಪ ನವರ ಜಲ ಾತ ಾದಂಬ ಯ ಾಲುಗಳನು ಇ
ಯಲು ಇ ಸು ೕ . ಇದರ
ಯನು
ಪ ಯಲು ಉಪ
ೕ ಸಬಹು ಾದ ಒಂದು ಾರಕಮಂತ ಂದ ಅದು ೕ ' ಾಧ '.ಶ
ಂದ ಕೂ ದ ರಂತರ
ಾಧ ಎಂ ಗೂ ಒ ಯ ಫ ಾಂಶವ ೕ ೕಡುತ .ಈ ಅಮೂಲ ಪ ಪಂಚದ ೌಂದಯ ವನು ಆ ಾ ಸಲು ಅವ ಾಶ
ೕ ರುವ ಸಂ ೕತ ಸರಸ
ಈ ಮೂಲಕ ನನ ನಮನಗಳನು ಅ ಸು ೕ .
ಇ

॥ಶ ಾ ಾ

ಲಭ ೕ

ಾನಂ ॥
✍ಎಂ.ಎ
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Saptharang

Atria's cultural fest, SAPTHARANG, leaves a bittersweet feeling all across the campus during every
even semester of an academic year. The joy and excitement felt by the students in anticipation of
the events to come counters the bitter longing for the next fest.
The best part of the fest wouldn’t actually be the two days of the fest but rather the preparation
that leads to it. The two weeks of hard work the students put in for the fest is truly shown on the
days of the fest. In such a short span of time, you find yourself making connections that could last
a lifetime. Not only is the fest a time of celebration, but also one of building new relationships. The
preparation tests you on your interpersonal skills, managing skills and also shows you a life
outside the classroom.
In these 14 days you are supposed to get sponsors, work on posters, invite colleges, work on
decoration, come up with events and mostly make sure people would enjoy everything you are
working towards as a team, because there are many individual ideas being thrown out and
finalising them is the result of a collective decision.
Many advertising events such as flash mobs, musical performances, promotions for the fest and
individual events lead to the the main event. Promotions form the most hectic part of the
advertising events as it involves going to every classroom and ensuring each student feels
personally invited, because student participation is what makes SAPTHARANG truly memorable.
The fest began with an inauguration ceremony followed by several cultural events and finally
ended with the show stopping event that everyone looked forward to, the Fashion Show. The
inauguration event involved the welcoming of guests and an introduction of all the contestants.
Cultural events consisted of main stage events, such as Battle of the Bands, Dance-off and singing
competitions and classroom events, like debates, treasure hunts and many more. The show
stopping Fashion Show intrigues the crowd with it's glamourous lights, mysterious smoke and
obviously the stunning models showing off their fabulous outfits.
To anyone that is yet to experience this wonder that is SAPTHARANG there will be many more
fests to come with many more memories to make.
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FUSE
FUSE was the most awaited and extremely active student club of the Department of Electronics and
Communication, formed in 2018. As electronics students we are aware that FUSE is an essential part
in any electrical/electronic device. Similarly, from the very onset FUSE had grown and proved to be
an essential part of the department. It was a great platform and opportunity for uniquely skilled and
talented students to come together and be a part of a larger group beyond their academics.
A bunch of electronics enthusiasts and the founding members of FUSE conducted a number of
events namely 555 timer, a very interesting Tech Talk on ‘Role of Electronics Engineers in Modern
India’ on Engineer’s Day in 2018, a considerable number of workshops and technical talks by our
very own Alumni and different members of India’s leading recognized professional society IETE
(The Institute of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers).
FUSE was the combined effort, hard work and coordination of very supportive and likeminded
students and teachers. FUSE later paved its way to a bigger community the Alumni Cell which has
carried on the work in the same manner with a wider reach and a bigger audience.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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ALUMNI MEET

This much anticipated Alumni meeting was held in the month of May, 2018. It was a huge success
and had about 38 of our Alumni from ECE and TCE branches. This engaging session began with
welcoming our guests by a final year student, Prashant, followed by a formal welcome by the Head
of the Department of Electronics and Communication, Prof. Vasanthi S. The agenda of the gathering
was
Introduction of the Alumni.
Network.
Expanding the database.
Roadmap for the future course of action for the alumni platform.
Support from the alumni in the following areas:
Placement activities support and providing internships.
Support for creating awareness in the students towards career building.
Conducting in-house activities like technical talks, workshops on industry-useful tools.
Industrial visits.
After the agenda was briefly explained by the HOD, our honourable Principal, Dr. K.V.Narayana
Swamy, was invited to address the gathering. Dr. Narayana Swamy had a very interactive talk with
the Alumni present and kindly requested them to mentor the students and guide them. Following
this, Prof. Renuka, college Alumni coordinator, along with Mr. Shastri gave a beautiful presentation
on “Road map for the Future Course of Action for the Alumni Platform”. Soon the Alumni
introduced themselves and exchanged greetings and interacted with the faculty and their
batchmates. All the Alumni were very thrilled and excited to see their teachers and fellow classmates
after a long gap.
All the faculty members of ECE and everyone who was present had a memorable and pleasant time
but as all good things must come to an end so did the session. It ended with a vote of thanks by Prof.
Shalini V, the Alumni coordinator of the department of ECE. This great time was followed by a hearty
lunch.
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Department of ECE
VISION

To become a pioneer in developing competent professionals with societal and ethical
values through transformational learning and interdisciplinary research in the field of
Electronics and Communication Engineering.
MISSION

The department of Electronics and Communication is committed to:
M1: Offer quality¬ technical education through experiential learning to produce

competent engineering professionals.
M2: Encourage a culture of innovation and multi-disciplinary research in collaboration

with industries/universities.
M3: Develop interpersonal, intrapersonal, entrepreneurial and communication skills

among students to enhance their employability.
M4: Create a congenial environment for the faculty and students to achieve their

desired goals and to serve society by upholding ethical values.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO's)

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be able to:
PEO1: Tackle complex engineering problems with the sound knowledge of electronics

and communication engineering.
PEO2: Utilize their knowledge and skills to develop solutions in multi-disciplinary

environments through collaborative research.
PEO 3: Inculcate effective communication skills, teamwork and leadership for a

successful career in industry and academia.
PEO4: Exhibit professional ethics and social awareness in their professional career and

engage in lifelong learning.

Atria IT, Dept. Electronics & Communication
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PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO's)

Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PSO1

Apply the knowledge of leading-edge hardware and software tools to solve problems in
the area of Embedded Systems, VLSI, and IoT.
PSO2

Apply

the

concepts

of

Signal

and

Image

Processing

to

solve

problems

in

communication systems.

STUDY LINKS
NPTEL - www.nptel.ac.in
COURSERA - www.coursera.org/in
UDEMY - www.udemy.com
LINKDEN - www.linkedin.com
edX - www.edx.org
NAUKRI - www.naukri.com
KHAN ACADEMY - www.khanacademy.org
INTERSHALA - www.internshala.com
UNACADEMY - www.unacademy.com
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FACULTY EDITORS

SUFIAN KAKI ALSAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE

DR. ARUN BALODI
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

MRS. SHALINI VASHISHTHA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
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STUDENT EDITORS
SIVA
ARY
A

DEBLINA

AJANTH

ATHULYA
AKSHA

PRAKRUTHI

DARSHAN
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DISCLAIMER
This magazine is designed solely for informational purposes and an insight into the department.
While we take a lot of care to ensure getting the right information, news, content however the
magazine team assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of the
magazine.
In the year 2019, the Electronics and Communication Department Magazine, Sem Digest, was
digitized for the first time.
All the student and faculty, technical and non-technical articles, blogs, published papers, artwork
photography were restructured and designed to fit the digital version.
Our student and faculty editorial team carefully curated every part of this magazine under the digital
copy
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